POWER SHUT DOWN

November 6, 2017

Kartika 15, 1939

A power shutdown has been arranged on November 7, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV Poburpa Feeder to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Pomburpha, Olaulim, Vollant Arao and surrounding areas.

Similarly a power shutdown has been arranged on November 8, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV Guirim Feeder to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Xell Bastora, Gadnyar, Aradi Guirim, Monte Guirim School, St. Anthony waddo, Aradi Guirim, Perxet waddo and surrounding areas.

A power shutdown has been arranged on November 7, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV Old Goa Feeder to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are House of Bom Jesus, Market complex, ASI Museum, Church of Se. Catheral, Kunkalkar saw mill, Bhudhashet, Dempo Ship Building, Navelkar Ornate Estate, Thomas Ice Plant, Baiginium, Goa Fire Service, Bom Jesus Church, Canara Bank, Tourist Hotel, residence of the Hoble Power Minister and vicinity of Old Goa.

Similarly a power shutdown has been arranged on November 9, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV Diwar to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Goltim, Maddant, Marradwado, Ribandar, Prabhuwado, Sonarvado, Diwar Centre and surrounding areas of Diwar.